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Highland Heartbeats Boxed Set 3: Books 7-9 2019-08-29
three full length highland romances from author aileen adam s highland heartbeats series a soldier s salvation
book seven of the highland heartbeats series forever seeking salvation rodric anderson isn t a soldier anymore nay
many would refer to him as a mercenary a soldier for hire he s embroiled in a duncan clan matter he s also hunted
by the authorities wanted by women and tied to none he s a part of a band of brothers all former soldiers some
outlaws all who make themselves available for the right coin sometimes the right cause one woman has caught his
eye a shrew of a woman why was it he could not get her out of his mind caitlin s hand has been given in marriage
by her wretch of a stepfather to a man who is no less a wretch himself her only escape is to run away except that
things are never quite so simple when it comes to choices a warrior s soul book eight of the highland heartbeats
series this warrior s soul isn t meant to be alone brice is a former warrior turned soldier of fortune hired to escort
a highland shrew to an englishman alana s the niece of a highland laird betrothed to english royalty against her
will she s hardheaded fierce and independent he s hellbent on delivering her to her destination until he discovers
her destination is a version of hell he wouldn t wish on his worst enemy and certainly not on this spirited highland
lass an outlaw s word book nine of the highland heartbeats series some words are meant forever ysmaine s half
scottish half french all attitude and independence quinn s a mercenary that needs more cash than the recent jobs
have been providing she s got the means to money he s got a need for it she s not willing to do what needs to be
done for the money he s willing to kidnap and hold her for ransom until until a frenchman with a title and no
morals steps into the picture now things have changed

A Warrior's Soul 2019-12-09
this warrior s soul isn t meant to be alone brice is a former warrior turned soldier of fortune hired to escort a
highland shrew to an englishman alana s the niece of a highland laird betrothed to english royalty against her will
she s hardheaded fierce and independent he s hellbent on delivering her to her destination until he discovers her
destination is a version of hell he wouldn t wish on his worst enemy and certainly not on this spirited highland lass

Highland Heartbeats Boxed Set 2: Books 4-6 2015-10-21
three full length highland romances from author aileen adam s highland heartbeats series book four of the
highland heartbeats series an auctioned bride some promises are forever hugh mcinnis trying to escape the past
and the present finds himself at an auction his attention fixed on a norwegian beauty intended for the highest
bidder he wished he could say what possessed him to bid on dalla dalla was intended for a convent punishment for
disobeying her father until her uncle intercepted her journey and put her up for auction a stubborn quiet
norwegian woman and a grumpy highlands man have no business traversing the landscape not together anyway
yet that s exactly what they are forced to do book five of the highland heartbeats series a captain s heart some
hearts are forever derek mcinnis left the highlands for a life on the sea the sea has captured a heart that no
woman could until now margery s disguise as a boy doesn t hide a comely face nor shapely hips she has no need
for a man s assistance until she does and naturally the man who offers his assistance is the man she can t get out
of her mind or heart book six of the highland heartbeats series a highland sailor some actions are forever gruff
and straight forward broc mcfadden has always had one passion to be on the sea and then he meets the sister in
law of his former captain derek he wouldn t have met her if he hadn t agreed to help derek by traveling to a land
where he was wanted which puts him in the clutches of a mortal enemy fierce and loyal beatrice cannot sit idly by
and watch the highlander man who s captured her heart punished unjustly and yet she s betrothed to the lord
randall a man whose handsomeness rivals his cruelty

Highland Heartbeats Boxed Set 4: Books 10-12 2015-04-24
three full length highland romances from author aileen adam s highland heartbeats series a highlander s need
book ten of the highland heartbeats series some needs are forever she accepts no man as her boss she runs her
father s household and runs the forest when she s not he s a youngest son brought home from his mercenary
soldier of fortune ways by a father s trickery he s not remotely interested in settling down she has news for him
neither is she except both their fathers think they know what this hardheaded woman and this fierce former
soldier need only it would seem no one bothered to learn what these two want a highlander s scars book eleven of
the highland heartbeats series not all scars are visible donnan ross a friend of padraig anderson is headed home
from battle bearing more scars than a man should he discovers that his father is dying and his brother has left the
family with hefty debts to pay beyond frustrated donnan retreats to a life of a hermit while spies infiltrate the
highlands and take disloyal folks as captives a powerful laird offers donnan s father the opportunity to erase the
family s debt in exchange for helping him find his missing daughter a woman that some claim has fallen in love
with one of the enemy donnan remembers the laird s daughter only too well fenella they called her a headstrong
mouthy highland lass no one told donnan that fenella was involved with the spies no one told him she d blossomed
into such a beauty now donnan has a difficult decision to make fenella is not the type to fall for traitors nor is she
naïve to the ways of the world she is not enamored with one of the enemy but her wish to serve her clan has
dropped her in hot water and now the bitter recluse of a man she remembers from childhood thinks the worst of
her and she doesn t care but why is she so bothered then a highlander s woman book twelve of the highland
heartbeats series a highlander loves forever this book in the highland heartbeats brings us a wonderful love story
for padraig anderson rodric s younger brother who now heads the anderson clan and has seen his brother and all
of his friends find his happily ever after while he s stayed the course and run the family business margaret is an



assassin with the order until she can t perform her last assignment now she s on the run disguised as a lad and
facing down scoundrels outside brothels until she s rescued by sorcha and moira and brought to the clan anderson
homestead who said life would be any easier when her heart keeps beating faster every moment the laird steps
near

Highland Heartbeats Boxed Set 1 2018-06-25
three full length highland romances from author aileen adam s highland heartbeats series book one of the
highland heartbeats series a laird s promise some promises are hard to keep phillip promised he d let her go home
he promised after she completed her task she d be free he didn t promise her that he wouldn t capture her heart
before he released her for sarah captive of the highland laird that these promises are kept is paramount phillip
never expected to fall in love with the woman who was supposed to save his brother s life he also never expected
to break a promise but some promises are hard to keep especially when he finds out the secrets she s keeping
book two of the highland heartbeats series a rebel s desire some secrets are hard to keep jake duncan promised
heather macdonald he d keep her secret he d help her train to be a warrior and all she had to do was give him a
kiss he didn t promise that she wouldn t feel the stirrings of desire for this former soldier for heather a woman
determined to become a warrior jake s promise means the difference between life and death wounded at war then
the target of a malicious healer jake duncan brother of the highland laird has decided he has to prove himself over
and over again he never thought that part of his journey would involve falling for the woman from the lowlands
who wasn t as demure or as shy as he originally thought especially not when she was wielding a dirk book three of
the highland heartbeats series an outcast s wish some memories are best left forgotten maccay douglas finds a
trespasser on duncan lands except the trespasser isn t some lad up to mischief it s a woman in boy s clothing a
woman with a bruise on her head and no name and hunting skills she claims she doesn t know who she is that
doesn t stop him from falling in love except this red haired beauty has an explosive secret that is bound to bring
war to the highlands

Highlands Romance Collection Set 8 2011-10-24
a soldier s salvation forever seeking salvation rodric anderson isn t a soldier anymore nay many would refer to him
as a mercenary a soldier for hire he s embroiled in a duncan clan matter he s also hunted by the authorities
wanted by women and tied to none he s a part of a band of brothers all former soldiers some outlaws all who make
themselves available for the right coin sometimes the right cause one woman has caught his eye a shrew of a
woman why was it he could not get her out of his mind caitlin s hand has been given in marriage by her wretch of
a stepfather to a man who is no less a wretch himself her only escape is to run away except that things are never
quite so simple when it comes to choices a warrior s soul this warrior s soul isn t meant to be alone brice is a
former warrior turned soldier of fortune hired to escort a highland shrew to an englishman alana s the niece of a
highland laird betrothed to english royalty against her will she s hardheaded fierce and independent he s hellbent
on delivering her to her destination until he discovers her destination is a version of hell he wouldn t wish on his
worst enemy and certainly not on this spirited highland lass an outlaw s word some words are meant forever
ysmaine s half scottish half french all attitude and independence quinn s a mercenary that needs more cash than
the recent jobs have been providing she s got the means to money he s got a need for it she s not willing to do
what needs to be done for the money he s willing to kidnap and hold her for ransom until until a frenchman with a
title and no morals steps into the picture now things have changed a highlander s need some needs are forever
she accepts no man as her boss she runs her father s household and runs the forest when she s not he s a
youngest son brought home from his mercenary soldier of fortune ways by a father s trickery he s not remotely
interested in settling down she has news for him neither is she except both their fathers think they know what this
hardheaded woman and this fierce former soldier need only it would seem no one bothered to learn what these
two want a highlander s scars not all scars are visible donnan ross a friend of padraig anderson is headed home
from battle bearing more scars than a man should he discovers that his father is dying and his brother has left the
family with hefty debts to pay beyond frustrated donnan retreats to a life of a hermit while spies infiltrate the
highlands and take disloyal folks as captives a powerful laird offers donnan s father the opportunity to erase the
family s debt in exchange for helping him find his missing daughter a woman that some claim has fallen in love
with one of the enemy donnan remembers the laird s daughter only too well fenella they called her a headstrong
mouthy highland lass no one told donnan that fenella was involved with the spies no one told him she d blossomed
into such a beauty now donnan has a difficult decision to make fenella is not the type to fall for traitors nor is she
naïve to the ways of the world she is not enamored with one of the enemy but her wish to serve her clan has
dropped her in hot water and now the bitter recluse of a man she remembers from childhood thinks the worst of
her and she doesn t care but why is she so bothered then a highlander s woman a highlander loves forever this
book in the highland heartbeats brings us a wonderful love story for padraig anderson rodric s younger brother
who now heads the anderson clan and has seen his brother and all of his friends find his happily ever after while
he s stayed the course and run the family business margaret is an assassin with the order until she can t perform
her last assignment now she s on the run disguised as a lad and facing down scoundrels outside brothels until she
s rescued by sorcha and moira and brought to the clan anderson homestead who said life would be any easier
when her heart keeps beating faster every moment the laird steps near



A Soldier's Salvation 2008-05-06
forever seeking salvation rodric anderson isn t a soldier anymore nay many would refer to him as a mercenary a
soldier for hire he s embroiled in a duncan clan matter he s also hunted by the authorities wanted by women and
tied to none he s a part of a band of brothers all former soldiers some outlaws all who make themselves available
for the right coin sometimes the right cause one woman has caught his eye a shrew of a woman why was it he
could not get her out of his mind caitlin s hand has been given in marriage by her wretch of a stepfather to a man
who is no less a wretch himself her only escape is to run away except that things are never quite so simple when it
comes to choices

How to Heal a Highland Heart 2013-07-04
fate bound them together but love will set them free with no chance of escape when patience kincaide learns she s
being forced to wed for a third time she s desperate to compel her husband to be to stay away from her both her
previous husbands were shockingly cruel and she holds no hope this time will be different especially since the
man is known as the savage slayer her plan is simple pretend she s crazy but what happens when the man she
thinks she wed turns out to be hiding behind a facade cleverer than her own one that conceals passion she didn t
believe possible and tenderness she never dreamed existed what s a lass to do when the very man she successfully
drove away is the only one she s ever wanted near the best laid plans a second son relegated to life in the shadows
highlander brodee blackswell left home to serve as the enforcer for the king of scots longing to one day govern his
own lands and castle and now that brodee has become a legendary warrior the king grants him exactly that but
even rewards have a price the castle comes with a broken albeit beautiful lass he must wed yet for a man with no
desire to marry a woman lost in her own world might just be the best possible option except brodee quickly
discovers who patience truly is and the complicated caring lass is awakening parts of himself he d rather leave
dead may be their undoing the potential of a dazzling future dangles just within reach for brodee and patience but
dangers they never conceived consume them threatening their fragile newfound trust their only hope of survival is
to shed their meticulously crafted masks and relinquish the pain of the past to embrace the promise of healing
enduring love

To Weave A Highland Tapestry 2020-12-07
patrick macfhearguis hardened by battles won and lost desires what he can never have peace within his heart and
soul yet the ever meddling fae weave a new journey for him to conquer a task this highlander is determined to
resist when skilled weaver gwen hywel is commissioned to create a tapestry for the macfhearguis clan she
embraces the assignment while seeking out ideas she finds herself clutching the one thread that can alter the
tapestry of her heart and life a man conflicted by past deeds a woman with no family of her own is it possible for
love to unravel an ancient past in order to claim two badly scarred hearts or will the light of hope be doused
forever

Love in the Time of a Highland Laird 2011-10-01
they say accidents happen for a reason when she was accidently pushed into a wormhole allorah al maines never
imagined she d be thrown back in time land at the feet of a gorgeous highlander and be taken as his prisoner al is
awestruck by the savage scot who chained her up in his dungeon but once she emerges from her cell she finds
herself even more captivated by the roguish highlander he s transformed into an undeniably enticing
manifestation of all her secret fantasies ones she s tempted to explore however regardless of what the fairytales
say al knows passion fades and lust dies keeping her heart intact and planning for a future on her own is the only
way their story can end if all women in the twenty first century were as stubborn as allorah maines keir
maccoinnach wept for the future of man nay he despaired for them she s utterly obtuse difficult aggravating and
quite possibly the most fascinating woman he d ever met al offers him an intriguing peek into the future keeping
her by his side is the key to the knowledge of the ages keeping her in his bed and in his heart is the key to a life of
love and joy but can keir convince al to share that life with him before she walks away forever can he prove to her
the passion they discover between the sheets can surpass anything she d ever found between the pages of her
favorite novels

His Wicked Highland Ways 2012-10-01
widowed following a marriage of convenience jeannie macwherter has fled lowland dumfries scotland for the
highland cottage bequeathed to her late husband by his brother in arms laird of the glen though she s never met
the laird local rumor labels him both murderer and seducer a wicked dangerous man who jeannie learns is
determined to chase her from his land finnan macallister has come home to glen mhor in order to right past
wrongs he doesn t care that rowan cottage is the beautiful widow macwherter s only refuge he s convinced she s a
wanton who deliberately broke the heart of his best friend geordie and he s vowed to get even with her seduction
is his weapon of choice but will his own heart betray him



Highland Temptation 2024-01-09
someone is plotting to kill the cameron laird to learn who it is alan mackenzie must distance himself from the clan
but headstrong kirstie the laird s sister and the lass he s loved from afar is also determined to uncover the
perpetrator which puts her in terrible danger he can either protect the clan or shield her one false move could
cost their lives kirstie cameron s plan to discover the men who will murder her brother is threatened because
annoyingly handsome alan mackenzie refuses to leave her alone he broke her heart years ago but she can t deny
the attraction between them he can t stay away she can t push him away and the temptation could get them all
killed each book in the highland pride series is standalone highland deception highland redemption highland
temptation highland salvation highland obligation

Highland Hunger 2024-05-29
vampire lords rule the highlands and wage battles both deadly and passionate in the new york times bestselling
author s otherworldly anthology series publishers weekly the shadowy caves and caverns of the scottish highlands
prove the perfect background for three fun paranormal historical tales sff chronicles dark embrace by hannah
howell while searching for his clan s demon lost ones raibeart macnachton encounters an ethereal beauty running
for her life the decision to play hero is easy fighting the urge to ravish the enchanting una dunn is more difficult
specially when raibeart learns they share a powerful connection the guardian by michele sinclair the immortal
dorian vows never to fall in love with a mere human until he meets the beguiling arousing moirae deincourt she
stirs a longing in dorian that he dares not quench but when moirae s life is put in danger her true nature is
revealed and the lust that rages between them can no longer be controlled a knight beyond black by jackie ivie
vampire iain duncan macavee has stepped forward to claim the woman he betrothed years ago only to learn that
the tempting lady tira knows nothing of the engagement though tira feigns disinterest the duke s animal like
charisma has unleashed her most carnal desires hunger only iain can satisfy

Highland Rogue 2014-04-29
from the queen of highlander time travel romance midwest book review comes a sexy series set in the scottish
highlands 1711 they call him the piper a masked bandit seeking vengeance for his people and rob roy macgregor s
clan quinn macintyre leaves his victims with empty pockets and a haunting tune played on the pipes that once
gave him great joy but when a flame haired minx stumbles across his path she awakens a new song in his heart
now the outlaw faces a challenge more daunting than the duke s patrols let go of the past and embrace the future
present day on her dream vacation in the scottish highlands aspiring archaeologist maggie graham discovers a tri
spiral carving in the floor of an ancient cairn and unwittingly sets its dormant magic in motion sent tumbling back
in time 300 years maggie uncovers the most amazing find of all a scottish hero straight out of her wildest fantasies
there are just two tiny problems with this grand adventure she s trapped in 18th century scotland and the man she
s fallen for is an outlaw a thief a daring highland rogue

The Highland Countess 1999-04-06
morag fleming the countess of murr had been bride to the most lecherous lord in scotland yet the ravishingly
lovely girl had never been touched so it was that morag had never borne a child yet as a young widow she arrived
in london with a fine son in tow her background had left her ignorant of the follies and fopperies of fashion yet
soon all of society was at her feet most incredible of all she knew so little about the ways and wiles of love yet set
her heart upon none other than the devastatingly handsome charming and wealthy lord toby freemantle who could
have any woman he wanted and was clearly not interested in her

Highland Nights 2009-09-01
one prophecy to save the world two realms fighting for control three druid sisters who hold the key to salvation
and the hearts of the men who would love them join new york times bestselling author donna grant as she
transports you into the dark and dangerous world of the druids a mercenary haunted by his sinister past gregor
maclachlan has much to hide not only has he made a name for himself throughout scotland as a man that knew
how to kill but no one knows his true identity as that of the laird of maclachlan s son banished from his home
gregor has been content with his life never relying on anyone or anything until fiona a powerful druid priestess
fiona sinclair depends on one person herself she learned early on that she was alone in this world a world that
took her sisters and her parents yet the call to the druid s glen is strong and the man responsible for her parent s
death stalks her there is only one man that can get her safely to the glen but can she afford the price gregor asks
when it means giving up both her freedom and her heart

Highland Hunger Bundle with Yours for Eternity & Highland Beast
2014-04-29
new york times bestselling author hannah howell victoria dahl and heather grothaus offer three unforgettable
stories set in the scottish highlands where forbidden longings take over the beast within by hannah howell gybbon
macnachton spends his days searching for the lost ones demons with the powerful macnachton bloodline who are



being hunted by those who want to destroy them when he stumbles upon alice boyd living like a wild animal in the
forest she stirs a primitive lust deep within him a lust that can only be sated by their explosive union hidden in the
shadowy caves and caverns of the scottish highlands secret vampire clans wage dark battles both deadly and
passionate dark embrace by hannah howell while searching for his clan s demon lost ones raibeart macnachton
encounters an ethereal beauty running for her life the decision to play hero is easy fighting the urge to ravish the
enchanting una dunn is more difficult especially when raibeart learns they share a powerful connection the
guardian by michele sinclair in this sizzling new collection three women fall under the spell of three irresistible
vampires who promise to satisfy their every desire highland blood by hannah howell when adeline dunbar finds an
abandoned baby on her doorstep she sets out to find his clan attacked by a group of demon hunters adeline tries
to flee her rescuer vampire lachann macnachton but escaping lachann proves useless as does denying the primal
hunger he stirs deep within her

Born to Bite Bundle: Highland Beast, Yours For Eternity, Highland
Hunger & Born to Bite 2011-03-01
new york times bestselling author hannah howell victoria dahl and heather grothaus offer three unforgettable
stories set in the scottish highlands where forbidden longings take over the beast within by hannah howell gybbon
macnachton spends his days searching for the lost ones demons with the powerful macnachton bloodline who are
being hunted by those who want to destroy them when he stumbles upon alice boyd living like a wild animal in the
forest she stirs a primitive lust deep within him a lust that can only be sated by their explosive union laird of
midnight by victoria dahl for fifty years finlay maclain has hunted the clan of vampires who murdered his family
and turned him into one of them now he s at the end of his quest sitting at a tavern waiting for the last vampire he
must kill but the tavern s beautiful wench is distracting him beyond reason and all he can think of is teasing her
until she begs him to take her again and again in this sizzling new collection three women fall under the spell of
three irresistible vampires who promise to satisfy their every desire hidden in the shadowy caves and caverns of
the scottish highlands secret vampire clans wage dark battles both deadly and passionate dark embrace by
hannah howell while searching for his clan s demon lost ones raibeart macnachton encounters an ethereal beauty
running for her life the decision to play hero is easy fighting the urge to ravish the enchanting una dunn is more
difficult especially when raibeart learns they share a powerful connection the guardian by michele sinclair the
immortal dorian vows never to fall in love with a mere human until he meets the beguiling arousing moirae
deincourt she stirs a longing in dorian that he dares not quench but when moirae s life is put in danger her true
nature is revealed and the lust that rages between them can no longer be controlled a knight beyond black by
jackie ivie vampire iain duncan macavee has stepped forward to claim the woman he betrothed years ago only to
learn that the tempting lady tira knows nothing of the engagement though tira feigns disinterest the duke s animal
like charisma has unleashed her most carnal desires a hunger only iain can satisfy darkly handsome and
dangerously sexy these voracious vampires are out for blood and bound for eternal love dark secret by hannah
howell alone in the world murdina dunbar sets out in search of the only family she has left and finds an ally in the
mysterious sir gillanders baldwin something about her sexy protector stirs her blood soon not even the whispers
that he s a dangerous demon can keep her from his bed never been bitten by erica ridley rumored to be a vampire
the rakish mr macane is ravishing all the ladies of the ton yet miss elspeth ramsay cannot bring herself to tremble
in his presence but once ellie feels the touch of his teeth at her throat she finds herself biting him back surely this
sudden bloodlust can only mean danger for her family and her heart highland vampire by diana cosby as king of
the highland coven vampire aedan macgregor knows that falling for the fey rowan campbell could destroy her but
one taste of her healing blood and he craves her like no other dare claim her as his own knowing he might lose her
forever

A Little Highland Magic 2018-07-17
to have a future she must face her past half human half fairy aria traveled to the human realm seeking safety with
her family the powerful macleods where she is welcomed and accepted as a warrior but her happiness will be
short lived if they discover her inadvertent role in their beloved mother s death and the kidnapping of their infant
brother kieran by the cruel fairy king still aria plans to right the wrong by rescuing kieren but traveling to the
fairy realm is dangerous and potentially a betrayal for she must use the legendary fairy flag and its one last
miracle to barter kieran s release graeme duff and his ancestors have served as flag bearer and protectors of clan
macleod for centuries it s his duty to guard the fairy flag and when the beautiful fierce and intriguing aria
proposes using the flag to negotiate kieran s freedom graeme suspects treachery he determines to accompany her
vowing to ignore the passion she evokes can two independent warriors learn to trust or are they risking the
destruction of everything they know and love

His Highland Surprise 2023-11-10
a confirmed bachelor with no intentions of settling down tavish sinclair cannot imagine life with only one woman
not when so many catch his eye as the third son of laird liam sinclair he has two older brothers and their children
ahead of him for the lairdship tavish is stunned when his father informs him the king has arranged his marriage to
a woman from the most notorious clan in scotland and one he has never met drawn as much to her intelligence as
her looks tavish is unprepared for his spunky bride to be when she goes toe to toe and head to head with him at
every turn can he protect ceit from herself as much as the dangers that lurk at court a spirited lady in waiting with



no plans to change ceit comyn is the niece of one john comyn and the cousin of the other making her a member of
the most despised clan in the country sent to the royal court as a peace offering to mend torched bridges ceit is
forced in the king s services just as her uncle would control her for the same purposes she has no interest in
marrying a rogue but when the kind hearted and honorable warrior champions her she may discover he s more
saint than sinner meet the members of clan sinclair in this fifth installment of the five book highland romance
series the clan sinclair features mairghread and her four brothers callum alexander tavish and magnus each
member of the scottish clan faces challenges as they meet their fated match but all of the sinclairs find their hea
each novel in the series is a standalone but they are best read together

Highland Groom 2020-03-24
a bold woman sets out to reclaim the laird she loves in this novel of fifteenth century scotland from a new
yorktimes bestselling author sir diarmot macenroy deciding his illegitimate children need a mother and his keep
needs a proper lady now stands before the altar with a gentle bride he hopes is too shy to disrupt his life or break
his heart the nuptials however are interrupted by the appearance of a flame haired beauty carrying two babies
boldly claiming that she is his wife and mother of his twin infant sons armed with her seven large brothers she has
come to demand her dues having waited one year for the return of the handsome laird who wed her bedded her
then disappeared ilsa campbell macenroy takes matters into her own hands and sets out to reclaim the man she
briefly and passionately loved stunned by his denial her heart softens when she learns of the injury that has
ravaged his memory now she faces the nearly impossible task of conquering his past and his fierce reluctance to
share his heart though desire flares hot and wild between them it will take more to win his trust it will take the
magic touch of a woman in love

Highland Enchantment 2024-05-29
highland brides 6 rachel forbes had never wed for none compared to liam the love of her childhood but rachel was
high born and liam an orphan so marriage was impossible now grown a chance meeting unites rachel with the
man of her heart and it seems their destinies are entwined once more for liam is her rescuer and she must keep
him by her side if she is to survive liam is tempted beyond all reason by rachel she has the eyes of a saint the
smooth skin of a princess and lips he cannot resist kissing he knows he has no name or family to offer but given
the eternity he has endured without her does he dare risk the consequences of claiming her innocence and
promising her a lifetime of love

Highland Rebel 2024-03-05
a love story set against the backdrop of restoration england jacobite scotland and ireland and the rise and fall of
kings by an award winning author amidst the upheaval of the first jacobite war in 17th century britain jamie
sinclair s wit and military prowess have served him well leading a troop in scotland he impetuously marries a
captured maiden saving her from a grim fate a highlands heiress to title and fortune catherine drummond is not
the friendless woman jamie believed her to be when her people effect her rescue and he cannot annul the
marriage jamie determines to recapture his hellcat of a new wife in a world where family and creed cannot be
trusted where faith fuels intolerance and war catherine and jamie test the bounds of love loyalty friendship and
trust

Highland Wolf 2017-03-28
few authors portray the scottish highlands as lovingly or as colorfully as hannah howell publishers weekly
bestselling author hannah howell returns to the breathtaking scottish highlands with the unforgettable murray
clan and the stunning annora mackay who cannot resist the desire an alluring stranger offers annora mackay
senses a disturbing evil in dunncraig keep the estate acquired by her cousin a cruel and ruthless man only her
affection for the tiny girl he claims is his daughter stops her from fleeing then a mysterious woodcarver arrives at
the castle and she cannot stop thinking or longing for him james drummond once a laird but now an outcast wants
what was stolen from him his good name his lands and his child his disguise for getting into dunncraig is step one
of his plan but the enticing raven haired woman who cares for his daughter is an unwelcome surprise for he has
come seeking justice not love

Highland Heat 2023-04-11
praise for to conquer a highlander not to be missed lora leigh new york times bestselling author of lion s heat
ruined betrayed and banished as brave as she is impulsive deirdre chattan s tendency to follow her heart and not
her head has finally tarnished her reputation beyond repair but when powerful highland laird quinton cameron
finds her he doesn t care about her past it s her future he s about to change but it s never too late for redemption
from the moment quinton sets eyes on deirdre chattan rational thought vanishes for in her eyes he sees a fiery
spirit that matches his own and he ll be damned if he ll let such a wild scottish rose wither under the weight of a
nun s habit with nothing to lose deirdre and quinton band together to protect king and country but what they can
accomplish alone is nothing compared to what they can build with their passion for each other what readers say
about mary wine s scottish romance simply extraordinary scottish highlands rugged and virile warriors there is
nothing like it plenty of romance action intrigue and danger



Highland Wrath 2024-05-29
an assassin hunts the men who slaughtered her family and finds a handsome ally in this thrilling scottish romance
from the usa today bestselling author after years of training under the mysterious woman she knew only as my
lady sylvi is no closer to finding the man with half an ear that brought about the murder of everyone in her family
now a skilled assassin guiding a network of spies of her own she has every resource she could want she just hasn t
found her mark on a new assignment sylvi s blade misses its target but for a change she is grateful her subject ian
isn t just uncommonly skilled and roguishly handsome he may know exactly where her family s murderers are now
unlikely allies sylvi will have to keep ian close enough to get the information she needs so close that she fails to
protect her own vulnerable heart as she and ian become lovers she wonders is a trustworthy ally or will he be her
downfall with an empowered heroine and tormented hero a high degree of sensuality and a fast moving plot
readers are sure to be satisfied from beginning to end rt book reviews on highland ruse

Reluctant Highland Bride 2008-10-01
olivia never wanted to be a laird s wife especially not alastair s a rugged domineering highland laird with a dark
past yet when politics and fate conspire to bind them in matrimony she s transported to a world far removed from
her english comforts a world of clan rivalry strife but also unexpected beauty as olivia grapples with her new life a
different battle brews between her heart and the walls alastair and his troubled son ian have built around theirs
the highlands might be a place of raw splendor but the real wonder is the journey eleanor embarks upon a journey
that transforms a house into a home a contractual obligation into a passionate enduring romance and a fractured
family into a united force reluctant highland bride isn t just another tale of forced marriage leading to love it s a
deeply moving and emotionally charged saga that explores the complexities of the human heart the healing power
of second chances and the indomitable spirit of love if you re a fan of soul stirring romance laced with intrigue set
against the magnificent backdrop of the scottish highlands this book is your next must read

The Highland Rogue 2024-05-29
a courageous highlander falls for a strong willed lass on the treacherous high seas in this action packed scottish
romance after a vicious attack on his ship sir kennan cameron washes ashore on a deserted scottish island nearly
dead but he soon finds he s not as alone as he thought kennan knows he can t stay on the island but neither can he
leave the brave and bonny lass who has nursed him back to health even if she is from a rival clan abandoned by
her family divana campbell is both terrified and relieved when a rugged highlander drags himself from the surf
trusting kennan is her only chance for survival and by the time they arrive at his castle she can barely imagine life
without him but as the heir to a powerful chieftain kennan could never marry the likes of her together they ll
brave tempests pirates betrayal and ruin but soon kennan must decide what matters most his thirst for vengeance
or the woman who s won his heart

His Bonnie Highland Temptation 2018-03-22
unwanted and unloved siùsan mackenzie has spent a lifetime feeling unwanted and unloved after her mother dies
in childbirth and her father abandons her for a new wife and new family forced to start her life in her clan s village
and then brought to the castle as no more than a servant siùsan longs for the chance to escape her clan and the
hurt of being ignored when her father the mackenzie chief unexpectedly announces her betrothal siùsan is filled
with fear that her father is sending her off to an ogre who will treat her no better or possibly even worse when she
discovers who her intended is she seizes the chance to leave behind those who sought to punish her and
manipulate her could siùsan s father finally have done right by her will siùsan find happiness in her new home or
is her future only to repeat her past unaware and unready callum sinclair the heir to clan sinclair knows that he
will one day have to marry to carry on his clan s legacy he just did not know that his bride to be would arrive less
than a week after his father announced the betrothal enjoying the company of women has never been a struggle
for callum but as are all the men of clan sinclair he is committed to being a faithful husband when siùsan arrives
callum is unprepared for the gift his father has given him in his soon to be wife callum is eager to get to know his
fiery haired bride who barely comes up to his chest and siùsan is tempted by callum s whisky brown eyes and
gentle nature but if only it were that easy a tangled web of jealousy and deceit is woven when members of siùsan s
clan join forces with outsiders to keep them apart will callum be able to reach siùsan to prove to her that she will
never be unwanted or unloved again can siùsan put her trust in a man she desires but barely knows meet the
members of clan sinclair in this second installment of the five book highland romance series the clan sinclair
features mairghread and her four brothers callum alexander tavish and magnus each member of the scottish clan
faces challenges as they meet their fated match each novel in the series is a stand alone but they are best read
together

Claimed by the Highland Warrior 2014-04-15
scottish highlander bram mackinloch spent seven years in captivity dreaming of revenge against his enemies and
holding his beloved wife in his arms again nairna is stunned when she sees bram again for her husband is no
longer the boy she fell in love with instead he s a powerful man with a hunger that kindles her wildest desires she
tries to comfort him from the brutal nightmares of his past but more than all else she fears what will happen to



their marriage if bram learns of her own secrets

The Highland Duke 2017-09-05
rt reviewers choice award winner she ll put her life on the line for him when akira ayres finds the brawny scot
with a musket ball in his thigh the healer has no qualms about doing whatever it takes to save his life even if it
means fleeing with him across the highlands to tend to his wounds while english redcoats are closing in though
akira is as fierce and brave as any of her clansmen even she s intimidated by the fearsome brutally handsome
highlander who refuses to reveal his name yet she can never learn his true identity geordie knows if akira ever
discovers he s the duke of gordon both her life and his will be forfeit in a heartbeat the only way to keep the lass
safe is to ensure she s by his side day and night but the longer he s with her the harder it becomes to think of
letting her go despite all their differences despite the danger he will face death itself to make her his readers get
all the benefits of a modern road trip forced proximity lots and lots of dialogue and uninterrupted time for the hero
and heroine s love to grow without technology or secondary characters interrupting the main story arc about
halfway through there is a pretty darn huge plot twist too this book kept me on my toes and anxious for more book
riot

The Highland Warrior Chronicles Collection Books 1-4 2013-02-25
9th century highlands an ambitious king who will stop at nothing in his quest for victory even if that means forced
marriages between his warriors and the princesses of pictland her savage scot scots warrior connor will do
anything to protect aila from the vikings but to save her he must defy his king betray his country and forsake his
honor political intrigue innocent deception and blinding passion a spellbinding historical romance her vengeful
scot my enemies will pay for what they ve done unequivocal excellent reading not to be missed the passion fairly
seeps from the pages her baseborn scot a warrior with cursed royal blood a princess who will never submit to the
enemy a forbidden love that could cost them everything i recommend this book and series to those who appreciate
historicals in an unusual time period and of course to all lovers of a good adventurous and steamy romance her
wicked scot a warrior rumored to have no heart an ice princess who has vowed never to love again a forced
marriage that could break them both more than just a sparkling romance with many secrets and surprises

His Highland Pledge 2014-06-10
old enough to love too young to wed sixteen year old magnus sinclair did not realize when he stumbled upon
thirteen year old deirdre fraser he was meeting his soulmate three years of meeting at highland gatherings and
royal hunts along with countless letters build an unbreakable love between magnus and deirdre and they secretly
pledge themselves in a handfast when deirdre s parents discover their daughter s actions she is whisked away to
become a lady in waiting to the queen as her parents status grows within the royal court a boy grown into a man
determined to never surrender his love again seven years of separation have not lessened magnus s love but have
made him taste the bitterness of rejection sent to court as the clan sinclair s representative the last person
magnus thought to find is deirdre fraser and the last thing he thought to learn is she will soon be betrothed to a
man other than him a girl grown into a woman willing to disobey to regain her lost love deirdre has served the
royal court ever since her parents pulled her from magnus s arms she has been a dutiful daughter and dutiful
companion to the queen but she never let go of her love for magnus or her hopes that they would be reunited
stunned to find mangus walking past her deirdre s heart calls to him despite her parents political ambitions
caught between expectations and desire magnus and deirdre must work together to find a way to finally build
their life together can they prove to everyone that they still belong together that theirs was not a childhood
infatuation but a love for the ages or will they have to defy those who attempt to control them so they may fulfill
his highland pledge meet the members of clan sinclair in this fourth installment of the five book highland romance
series the clan sinclair features mairghread and her four brothers callum alexander tavish and magnus each
member of the scottish clan faces challenges as they meet their fated match but all of the sinclairs find their hea
each novel in the series is a standalone but they are best read together

Dark Highland Fire
gabriel macinnes has led a charmed life a highland werewolf of alpha lineage he d always thought that as the
second son he would never have to worry much about responsibility but with his pack now squarely in the sights
of an ancient and rediscovered enemy everything has begun to change exiled from the drakkyn realm on the run
from the dragon prince who claims her as his own the last thing rowan an morgaine wants is to deal with a bunch
of overbearing shifters in the middle of nowhere but when her hiding place on earth is discovered and with blood
the only thing that can restore her waning power the fiery demigoddess has little choice but to accept gabriel as a
protector as the earthly and drakkyn realms converge gabriel and rowan must decide how much they re willing to
sacrifice for fate and for one another what reviewers are saying about kendra leigh castle ms castle develops
likeable characters adds danger filled mystery to a steamy romance and keeps reader s interest to the revealing
end darque reviews a great fast paced tale castle s world building is superb and leaves readers wanting more
romantic times fans of straight up romance looking for a little extra something will be bitten publishers weekly
this fresh and exciting take on the werewolf legend held me captive until the last page i ll definitely be watching
for more stories from kendra leigh castle nina bangs author of one bite stand



His Highland Lass
an undeniable love an unexpected match faced with a feud with the sinclairs that is growing deadly laird tristan
mackay is bound by duty to his clan to make peace with the enemy tristan arranges a marriage for his stepbrother
sir alan but never imagines that he would meet the woman he longs to marry when things sour quickly between
tristan s stepbrother and lady mairghread sinclair tristan is determined to make her his a choice that promises to
change his life forever raised with four older warriors for brothers and as the only daughter of the sinclair laird
mairghread is independent resourceful and loyal to her family when her father arranges a marriage to a man she
has never met for the sake and safety of her clan mairghread tries to accept her fate mairghread is betrothed to
one man but it is the dark handsome and provocative laird who catches her eye arranged to marry sir alan
mairghread finds herself drawn to laird tristan mackay after meeting her intended mairghread knows she cannot
go through with the marriage but she must find a way to end the feud that is tearing the two clans apart when the
wedding is called off by mairghread s father tristan and mairghread see an opportunity to be together neither of
them imagined that they would find the passion that grows between them however a spurned mistress and a jilted
suitor stand between tristan and mairghread s happiness tristan and mairghread must fight for the love they have
found with one another destined for another mairghread sinclair is not prepared for the danger that awaits her
while visiting the mackay clan she must use her wits to keep herself alive when dangers pulls her away from the
man she loves fated to be together laird tristan mackay was not looking for a wife but could lady mairghread
sinclair be the one to open his heart and bring peace to their clans or will their passion tear the two clans apart if
you enjoy a romance with strong women and men who can protect love and respect them then you ll love celeste
barclay s steamy his highland lass meet the members of clan sinclair in this steamy first installment of the five
book highland romance series the clan sinclair features mairghread and her four brothers callum alexander tavish
and magnus each member of the scottish clan faces challenges as they meet their fated match but all of the
sinclairs find their hea each steamy novel in the series is a standalone but they are best read together

The Wizard's Son, Volume 3 (of 3)
example in this ebook chapter i was this then the conclusion of all things that there was nothing so perfect that it
was worth a man s while to struggle for it that any officious interference with the recognised and existing was a
mistake that nothing was either the best or the worst but all things mere degrees in a round of the comparative in
which a little more or a little less was of no importance and the most strenuous efforts tended to failure as much
as indifference walter returning to the old house which was his field of battle questioned himself thus with a sense
of despair not lessened by the deeper self ridicule within him which asked was he then so anxious for the best so
ready to sacrifice his comfort for an ideal excellence that he of all men should have this to do and yet that being
done it should be altogether ineffectual was a sort of climax of clumsy mortal failure and hopelessness the only
good thing he had done was the restoration of those half evicted cotters and that was but a mingled and uncertain
good it appeared what was the use of any struggle if it was his own personal freedom alone that he really wanted
why here it was within his power to purchase it or at least a moderate amount of it a comparative freedom as
everything was comparative his mind by this time had ceased to be able to think or even to perceive with any
distinctness the phrase or motif inscribed upon one of those confused and idly turning wheels of mental machinery
which had stood in the place of thought to him it was the afternoon when he got back and everything within him
had fallen into an afternoon dreariness he lingered when he landed on the waste bit of grass that lay between the
little landing place and the door of the old castle he had no heart to go in and sit down unoccupied in that room
which had witnessed so many strange meetings he was no longer indeed afraid of his visitor there but rather
looked forward with a kind of relief to the tangible presence which delivered him from meetings of the mind more
subtle and painful but he had no expectation of any visitor nor was there anything for him to do except to sit down
and perhaps attempt to read which meant solely a delivering over of himself to his spiritual antagonists for how
was it possible to give his mind to any fable of literature in the midst of a parable so urgent and all occupying of
his own he stood therefore idly upon the neglected turf watching the ripple of the water as it lapped against the
rough stones on the edge the breadth of the loch was entirely hidden from him by the projection of the old tower
which descended into the water at the right and almost shut off this highest corner of loch houran into a little
lakelet of its own walter heard the sound of oars and voices from the loch without seeing any one but that was
usual enough and few people invaded his privacy so that he was taken by surprise when suddenly raising his eyes
he was aware of the polished and gilded galley from birkenbraes in which already mr williamson seated in the
stern had perceived and was hailing him hallo my lord erradeen here we ve all come to see ye this fine afternoon i
told them we should find ye under your own vine and your own fig tree this speech was accompanied by a general
laugh the arrival of such a party heralded by such laughter in a desolate house with few servants and no readiness
for any such emergency to a young man in walter s confused and distracted condition would not it may be
supposed have been very welcome in any case and at present in his exhaustion and dismay he stood and gazed at
them with a sort of horror there was not even a ready servitor like hamish to assist in the disembarkation to be
continue in this ebook

The Highland Wife
the highland air was heavy with revenge and mairi macinnes wanted to breathe deeply of it until an arranged
marriage with robert macbain an enigmatic lowland lord whisked her away to a life of adventure passion and
unspoken love generous of spirit mighty in battle indeed though he lived in a world of silence robert macbain had
gifts any would envy yet the baron of baincroft lacked true love in his life until he met and championed mairi



macinnes his tempestuous chosen bride but would she ever hear and heed the loving whispers of his heart

Highland Dragon Warrior
the mix of hard headed realism and fantasy in this novel is enchanting eloisa james for barnes and noble reviews
for legend of the highland dragon legend claims when scotland fell to english rule the highland dragons took a
vow freedom at any price the war may be over but so long as english magic controls the highlands not even a
dragon laird can keep his clan safe what cathal macalasdair needs is a warrior fierce enough to risk everything yet
gifted enough to outwit an enemy more monster than man what he needs is sophia alchemist sophia metzger
traveled to loch arach in search of knowledge she never dreamed she d learn to do battle ride through the stars on
the back of a dragon or catch the eye of a highland laird but as her quest turns to sizzling chemistry and
inescapable danger she ll soon discover the thrill of being caught in a dragon s claws dawn of the highland dragon
series highland dragon warrior book 1 highland dragon rebel book 2 highland dragon master book 3 what people
are saying about isabel cooper something magical happens when elements of romance and fantasy combine
cooper s delicious highland dragon rebel has it all including a strong heroine intriguing hero heated sensuality
and thrilling action adventure rt book reviews for highland dragon rebel will keep you turning pages until you
reach the very end book riot for highland dragon master smartly written fast paced and brimming over with magic
and surprises this is exactly what readers crave rt book reviews 4 1 2 stars top pick for night of the highland
dragon

The Highland Guard Series 5-Book Bundle
new york times bestselling author monica mccarty has established herself as a favorite in the world of scottish
romance her sensual highland guard novels tales of elite warriors and the remarkable women they love just keep
getting better and better now the first five books in the series are available in one sizzling ebook bundle the chief
the hawk the ranger the viper the saint with the death of william wallace scotland s struggle for independence
from english rule seems all but doomed to failure but in her darkest hour the torch for freedom will be lit once
more by robert the bruce scouring the darkest corners of the highlands the bruce handpicks ten warriors to form
an elite fighting force unlike any the world has ever seen they are the best of the best in each discipline of warfare
tor the chief macleod a swordsman without equal erik the hawk macsorley a brilliant seafarer who has never
encountered a wind he could not harness or a woman he could not win arthur the ranger campbell a renowned
scout who blends into the shadows deep behind enemy lines lachlan the viper macruairi a stealthy rogue to enlist
but not to trust and magnus the saint mackay the ultimate highlander tough resourceful and able to navigate and
survive in the most extreme of conditions the warriors of the highland guard fight to defend their country but they
live to capture hearts praise for monica mccarty and her highland guard novels mccarty s gift lies in writing
strong characters into wildly entertaining often unexpected scenarios the washington post a master storyteller
mccarty breathes life into her memorable characters as they face dangerous adventures the fresh plots infused
with romance and passion are also brimming with history and drama rt book reviews mccarty creates an enjoyable
romance with torrid chemistry appealing characters and believable historical situations publishers weekly

The Highland Guard Series 8-Book Bundle
new york times bestselling author monica mccarty has established herself as a favorite in the world of scottish
romance her sensual highland guard novels tales of elite warriors and the remarkable women they love just keep
getting better and better now the first eight books in the series are available in one sizzling ebook bundle the chief
the hawk the ranger the viper the saint the recruit the hunter the raider also includes a preview of the next
highland guard novel the arrow with the death of william wallace scotland s struggle for independence from
english rule seems all but doomed to failure but the torch for freedom will be lit once more by robert the bruce
scouring the darkest corners of the highlands the bruce handpicks ten warriors to form an elite fighting force
unlike any the world has ever seen they are the best of the best in each discipline of warfare from tor chief
macleod a swordsman without equal and erik hawk macsorley a brilliant seafarer who has never encountered a
wind he could not harness or a woman he could not win to lachlan viper macruairi a stealthy rogue to enlist but
not to trust and ewen hunter lamont a tracker searching for a fiery forbidden woman forever etched in his memory
after one stolen sinful kiss the warriors of the highland guard fight to defend their country but they live to capture
hearts praise for monica mccarty and her highland guard novels mccarty s gift lies in writing strong characters
into wildly entertaining often unexpected scenarios the washington post a master storyteller mccarty breathes life
into her memorable characters as they face dangerous adventures the fresh plots infused with romance and
passion are also brimming with history and drama rt book reviews mccarty creates an enjoyable romance with
torrid chemistry appealing characters and believable historical situations publishers weekly
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